
 

 
 

Breaking News 
 

A Whistleblower Complaint From The Ground Floors of America 
 
Although unorthodox, out of respect for your time with the presidential impeachment crisis sweeping our 
nation, I'll be to the point & brief. As the double standards of law and applications are presenting themselves 
throughout this presidency and the political climate before our American eyes, just as alarming allow me to 
introduce illegal practices being actively used throughout our judicial communities on the ground floors of 
America targeting select cultures & communities. 
 
I have a bombshell story for you just as alarming as our political climate! I am the whistleblower of this 
complaint and one of many victims with all the necessary proof from A-Z. You will have to look no further than 
Oyezzz.com. 
 
This story supports racial profiling, illegal judicial & policing practices, corrupt troopers & tainted judicial 
practices in the county of Lorain, Ohio. Corruption to the core! 
 
Visit Oyezzz.com, once there, click on Ohio State Trooper Christopher Beyer’s patrol cruiser dash cam video, 
which is the key piece of evidence in this whistleblower complaint. The Breaking News link adjacent to the 
video easily guides you through the timeline of events. 
 
Although the website of Oyezzz has so much more to offer, the Clifton A. Jackson’s Legal Documents library is 
the home of all the proof, not limited to the hearings & trial transcripts, emails, submissions, decisions, etc. In 
short, the entire timeline of events of the dash cam video exposes the tainted judicial process. 
 
After your thorough review, the questions I'm posing to you are, what's more harmful to our society, our 
communities and motorist travelling American highways, etc., (1) is it the fear of drugs, (2) the alleged 
possession of drugs, or (3) is it State Troopers policing & patrolling our highways arming themselves with and 
acting on illegal & premeditated sets of circumstances that are known to be constitutionally invading to pursue 
illegal convictions? 
 
In my laymen’s opinion the latter is far worse than any drug possession or fear of drugs because of the profiling 
dynamics and all the violations surrounding law enforcement officers falsifying arrest reports, overcharging, 
over indicting & the mentioned reports being supported & perpetuated by prosecuting offices throughout 
America. 
 
Per the trooper’s dash cam video, the video confirms, after protocol & procedural violations, constitutional & 
civil violations, drugs were subsequently found. 
 
Now the meat, comparing Beyer's trial testimonies and his authored arrest report, in specific, the alleged facts 
of the first ten minutes of the video. 
 
The video undeniably confirms not only did Beyer fabricate the arrest report & timeline of alleged events, but 
he also acted on premeditated illegal sets of circumstances surrounding the alleged traffic stop altogether. 
 
Trooper Beyer's continued manipulating actions also confirm he has no moral or ethical compass nor respect 
for his oath taken to preserve and or protect the American constitutional & civil protections allotted by the State 
of Ohio and the United States. 



 

 
 

 
More or just as alarming the video confirms Beyer, against protocol & procedures, continuously turned his body 
mic on and off after probable cause was illegally induced. 
 
Not only are their racial implications, but there also appears to be a pattern, because there are many others 
who were illegally pursued & convicted via the same constitutional and or civil violations. The majority of whom 
are primarily of color. To be honest, all are or were of color. If investigated, Beyer's arrest records will speak 
volumes when the dynamics of race & cultures are included. 
 
In my humble opinion, the video and its overall implications & ramifications are undoubtedly a Breaking News 
story that speaks volumes. 
 
Again, to further assist you all the proof is in the Legal Documents library, also on Oyezzz.com. The proof is so 
overwhelming, this level of proof has never been exposed to this magnitude via social media by an 
incarcerated individual before. 
 
The video highlights the double standards of America, the law, law applications and what the everyday citizens 
& non-citizens have to contend with on the ground floors of America encountering corrupt officers & tainted 
judicial processes. 
 
What makes the actions of trooper Christopher Beyer any better than the alleged drug possession, drug 
charges or any other charge for that matter? 
 
The law does not allow law enforcement or anyone else to break the law to catch or pursue alleged 
lawbreakers. Per our constitutional & civil protections, without a legal beginning, there can never be a legal 
ending. The double standards of policing & law applications have to stop. 
 
Unfortunately, it is becoming clearly apparent that our political community believes the law does not apply to 
them up top, especially the way it applies and or is implemented to the everyday citizens of America. 
 
With the political perceptions being spewed in these sad times in America with the presidential impeachment 
crisis looming, how can one appear to have America and its citizens’ best interests at the forefront when all we 
see are overt acts and Rico behaviors? 
 
In America, the pot cannot continue to call the kettle black. The double standards of policing, laws, law 
applications and its perceptions with everything going on, on our American soil domestically and politically is 
not a good look for us as a people or our American democracy. 
 
The dash cam video is not only worthy of you professionally, the overall implications and ramifications demand 
our attention & forthcoming exposure. 
 
 
Written (10/09/19) by Clifton A. Jackson 
Your likes, follows, shares, repost of link, tags, and hashtags are sincerely appreciated. 


